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Packing and Covering 
C. A. R O G E R S 

Professor Rogers has written this economical a n d logical exposit ion of the 
theory of packing a n d covering a t a t ime when the simplest general results are 
known a n d future progress seems likely to depend on detailed a n d complicated 
technical developments . T h e book treats mainly prob lems in n-dimensional 
space, where n is larger than 3. The approach is quant i ta t ive a n d m a n y estimates 
for packing a n d covering densities a re obta ined. 
The int roduct ion gives an historical out l ine of the subject, stating results wi thout 
proof, a n d the succeeding chapters conta in a systematic account of the 
general results and their derivation. Some of the results have immediate 
applications in the theory of numbers , in analysis a n d in o ther branches of 
mathematics , while the quant i ta t ive approach m a y well prove t o be of increasing 
importance for further developments . Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, No. 53. 
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Topological Vector Spaces 
A. P. R O B E R T S O N & W. R O B E R T S O N 

This Tract gives an elementary a n d readable in t roduct ion to the modern theory 
of topological vector spaces. I t is, in fact, the first e lementary a n d easily 
accessible account of the subject. 
The authors concentra te their a t tent ion o n the impor tan t class of locally convex 
spaces; they give a clear picture of the principal ideas a n d results concerning 
them, and lay sound foundat ions for their numerous applicat ions in the theory 
of distributions, differential equat ions , a n d o ther fields. T h e requisite concepts 
of general topology are in t roduced a n d explained as they are needed. Each 
chapter has a supplementary section out l ining par t icular cases, applicat ions and 
further development of the topics discussed in it. Cambridge Tracts in 
Mathematics, No. 53. 30s. net 

Some Lessons in Mathematics 
E D I T O R : T. J. F L E T C H E R 

A h a n d b o o k on the teaching of " mode rn " mathemat ics which is the result of 
a " writ ing week " a t tended by members of the Associat ion of Teachers of 
Mathemat ics . T h e b o o k is concerned wi th new mathemat ics , new ways with 
old mathemat ics , con temporary applicat ions of the subject and the psychology 
of teaching it. " Compulsory reading for everyone concerned in mathemat ica l 
educat ion " . Bryan Thwaites in the Foreword. Clothbound, 7>5s. net 

Paperback, Ms. 6d. net 
from all booksellers 
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Proceedings of the 
Glasgow Mathematical Association 

Editorial Committee : R. A . RANKIN, R . P. GILLESPIE, T. S. GRAHAM 
Department of Mathematics, The University, Glasgow 

Volume 6. Part 4. July 1964 

I. J. MADDOX. Some inclusion theorems. 
M. S. P. EASTHAM. On polylogarithms. 
ARUN VERMA. Series involving products of two ^-functions. 
H. HALBERSTAM and R. R. LAXTON. Perfect difference sets. 
T. S. BLYTH. Residuation theory and Boolean matrices. 
YIK-HOI AU YEUNG. Another proof of the theorems on the eigenvalues 

of a square quaternion matrix. 
H. K. FARAHAT. Note on a paper of Tsuzuku. 
VEIKKO ENNOLA. A lemma about the Epstein zeta-function. 
P. H. DIANANDA. Notes on two lemmas concerning the Epstein zeta-

function. 

The proceedings are published twice yearly, four parts comprising a volume of about 
200 pages. The subscription price per volume is £3 ($10.00), post free, payable in advance. 
Single parts may be supplied at a cost of 1 5s. ($2.50) net. 

Inquiries and subscription orders should be sent to the publishers 

OLIVER and BOYD LTD., Tweeddale Court, 14 High Street, Edinburgh, 1 

STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHOD ABSTRACTS 
A Journal of the International Statistical Institute 

The object of this abstracting service is to cover published papers concerned with statistical theory, including 
relevant aspects of probability and mathematical methods, and new contributions to statistical method. These 
abstracts provide valuable information on new developments for studying problems in many fields; for 
example, reliability, quality control, experiments, surveys, queueing, congestion and forecasting. Approxi
mately 500 journals are scanned for suitable papers. Abstracts are also prepared from collections of papers 
such as reports of conferences, symposia and seminars: technical reports of experiment and research stations 
are covered. 

Approximately 400 words long, these literary informative abstracts are written in English; the language 
of the original paper is indicated. The heading not only gives the name and address of the author together 
with the journal in which the paper was published but a note is given of references, tables, etc. 

The revised classification scheme consists of three parts. The pages of the journal are colour-tinted in 
groups to provide visual indication of twelve main sections. Each section is further sub-divided to indicate 
the main topic of the paper; a secondary number denotes the most important additional topic referred to by 
the author. A special table in each part links together these two classifications. This scheme is arranged to 
facilitate transfer to punch cards. When papers are concerned with new statistical tables the relevant 
classification for the Greenwood/Hartley Guide (1962) is indicated in a special section. 

The abstracts are numbered serially, the volume number being inserted as a prefix. The journal is published 
four times a year and contains approximately 1,150 abstracts. Relevant indexes are published in each issue and 
combined in a yearly supplement. 

Annual Subscription £7, 10s. (U.S.A. $24.00) 
Single Number £2, 5s. (U.S.A. $7.00) 
Loose Leaf Binders for Single 16s. 3d. including postage 

Abstract Sheets and packing. 
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